Flyer front cover

Back cover translation:

practical information

Dates from 4 to 26 September 2004

Flyer back cover

Saturdays 4, 11, 18 and 25 September
and Sunday 5, 12, 19 and 26 September
Promenade from 7 years.
(for babies, participation on a child-seat in the adult bicycle back)

Schedules 2 daily departures at 14h30 and 16h.
(Visit 20 mn before each ride)

on Saturday 25 and Sunday 26 September
the walk is offered in partnership with the
Biennale of Environment organized by the
General Council of Seine-Saint-Denis.
These days, exceptional departures
at 2pm and 3pm
(Go 20 minutes before each departure)

Duration about 3 hours promenade (picnic included)
Allow 30 to 45 minutes for the return

(based on the rate of each)

Tariffs Free promenade

Booking essential
in 0149654675 or artquotidien @ yahoo. fr

(group of 30 people maximum by ride)
Bicycle bike hire facilities on site

under preferential tariff of 5 euros
(in partnership with RATP –Paris Public Transport System)

provision with bicycle’s child-seat.

Picnic a picnic is proposed at the end of the walk

in the departmental park Bergere
fee: 4 euros / 2 euros (for children up to 10 years)

Information 0149654675 / artquotidien@yahoo.fr
www.art-au-quotidien.com

“Variation” information’s flyer (cover and back pages):

« Variation

from one bank to
another”
Artistic promenade
Along the Ourcq Canal
In Paris, Pantin, Bobigny

“Variation” information’s flyer (pages 1-2):

Page 1 and 2 translations:

Variation from one bank to another
“Variation from one bank to another” is an invitation to walk around
the Ourcq Canal, crossing the 19th district of Paris and the Pantin and
Bobigny cities, in Seine St Denis (Greater Paris). Combining creation
which invites us to examine the place of art in public space, and the traffic
inside the city, “Variation from one bank” to another suggests discovering
and living differently in landscapes, spaces and everyday places renewed by
the eyes of artists: choreographer, sculptor, stage director, sound designer,
and photographer. “Variation from one bank to another” is an experimentation
and In Situ creation operation, along with workshops, meetings, training
courses, public rehearsals, discussions.

a multidisciplinary artistic bike ride, connecting
Paris 19thdistrict, Pantin, and Bobigny, along the
Ourcq Canal.
September 2004
artistic bike ride
On 7 kms, from one bank to another, artistic, sound, choreography
and theatrical installations, evoke the symbolism of the passage.
These creations are as poetic acts based on the pleasure of shifting
and moving reference points to give to see, to hear, to watch, to
listen and to live differently in this everyday place, which belongs
to the urban, architectural and industrial French heritage.
Biking participants go to explore the Canal, the artwork, and the
promenade, along the 19th district of Paris, Pantin and Bobigny,
and ends in the departmental Park of Bergère for a picnic, the best
way to exchange with others.

32 chairs for a variation

Theatrical creation by Geneviève Schwoebel
(La dérive-La Petite Fabrique Company)
with Hugues Dangréaux / Julie Duclos / Boris Dymny / Nathalie Houzé / Bettina
Kuhlke / Sophie Maillard / Loïc Thiénot /
with the collaboration of Sarah Esmoingt, costume designer.
32 chairs for a variation is created for the site of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Paris, on the Canal right bank, opposite to the old building. This one
looks like a palace disappeared, emerged from the Ourcq Canal waters, whereas
the entire site looks like a dock site. Both the two spaces collide in the manner of
two foreign continents. On the ground, railways remains are testimony of the
past (former site used during the World War 2). It is this atmosphere of scattered
memories that inspired the research and the creation. What has happened here
before today? Which pieces of history guessed letting arise life passages so far
left out, were they torn apart?
Geneviève Schwoebel > author, director and teacher.
Along with her creative path, she invents research spaces (at University Paris 8, Gérard
Philippe School of Workshops), pools of actors who inspire her to explore new artistic
fields, renewing the relationship with the public, inventing new leisure areas of art. After
10 years of work with the Theater of the residents where she wrote her first plays, she
founded in 1989 the company La Dérive where several creations have been born. In 1996,
she created the Little factory movement, born from her encounter with a group of actors
and a few people that hazard allowed her to meet. At the same time, she met Denys
Zacharopoulos who invited her several times at the Contemporary Art Centre, Domaine
Kerguehennec, in residence. It will follow a series of creations in the landscape and for
different sites.

L’art au Quotidien (the daily art)
L’Art au Quotidien is an association that proposes to re-examine the state of the
World, the thought and the creation, by pulsing experimentation and creation
where the creativity and the reflection are closely related. It seeks to promote the
necessary contact with the public, and the recognition of new concepts. If it is
now common to speak of contemporary art, on the other hand it is more
exceptional to make the viewer as a contemporary of the creation, to seek with
him/her, to experiment in his/her presence. Attached to work on existing site,
L’Art au Quotidien proposes to move the manufacture of the art workshop by
comparing it with public sites, through the design, the production and the
creation of multidisciplinary experimentations and In Situ creations. With
Variation from one bank to another, L’Art au Quotiden, in collaboration with
artists and companies, continues its research on concepts of art, landscape, and
public space. On this occasion, the Ourcq Canal is transformed into a venue
open for the reflection, creations and artistic walk.

Flyer pages 3 and 4, cycling tour map (with translations in the colored boxes):

An « artwork site » to
cycle down
The creations that composed this
artwork are certainly all the
variations of the Ourcq Canal,
from one bank to another, from
one city to another

32 chairs for a variation
Theatrical creation

N°17 right bank on the Chamber of Industry and
Commerce of Paris, in Pantin

« Variation from one bank to another» Flyer :

Translation:

Variation from one bank to another
Promenade designed and realized by
The association L'Art au Quotidien
in collaboration with Geneviève Schwoebel
(La Dérive Company) and the research
group "In Situ Theater troupe" UFR (Arts and Artistic Sciences) Arts
- University Paris 8

Literary and Theatrical Promenade show
in Bobigny (Greater Paris)
Sunday, May 9, 2004
"We are all customized landscapes made from souvenirs. We
repair our memory as we can”
Promenade through the Stone Bridge district, Etoile and Gremillon to the
Ourcq Canal, revealing the richness and diversity of places through
literary and theatrical installations.

Thanks for their support, their hospitality and
their cooperation in achieving this walk:
The City of Bobigny
Université Paris 13 - IUT de Bobigny
The Paris 8 University - Faculty of Arts
Hospital Avicenne
The Union of Families Confederation
The Youth Association Etoile
The Balbynienne Solidarity Association for Senegal

With the stage director, Geneviève Schwoebel, and the research group of
the "In Situ Theater troupe" attached to UFR Arts (Arts and Artistic Sciences
Federation), University Paris 8:
Christian Bach, Frédérique Cochu, Albano Delesque, Boris Dymny, Birgit
Güde, Elizabeth Ingino, Fernanda Justina, Dora Kaafar, Marion Leduc,
Sheepish Mathilde, France Renard, Alone Touseau, Benjamin Wihstutz

Costume design: Sarah Esmoingt
Cellist and composer: Boris Dymny
Installation of Elizabeth Ingino from "Privazione"
Installing Marion Leduc (“new world",
"Greenhouses" and "Tree of personnel numbers")
Photographs: Javotte Boutillier

